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Color Dragons contains over one hundred pages of dragons and tribal designs, eagerly waiting for
you to complete them in the colors you most desire.
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This book has several pros and a few cons but overall I'm very pleased with it and I feel the pros, for
me anyway, outweigh the cons enough to justify a 5 start review.First the pros.-The pictures are
detailed but not so much so that it becomes impossible to actually color the pictures.-I bought this
for my husband as an alternative way for him to calm down but most of the adult coloring books
seem designed for women. This one definitely appeals to men and women alike.-There are many
pages to color. 100 to be exact (50 pages front and back)Now for the not so good.-Pages are
double sided. While this may not be a deal breaker for everyone it is something you should be
aware of if you want to use pens or markers.-The pages are thinner than some other adult coloring
books. To me they feel like standard copy paper weight. Again this is not a deal breaker for
everyone just something to be aware of.-Finally some of the main images are repeated with different
backgrounds. Since the images are good quality (in my opinion) this actually isn't necessarily a con
for me, just another opportunity to color a neat picture.All in all this is a great choice for guys who
want an adult coloring book.

My daughter had me on a buying spree at B&N and since there was a great sale, I picked up a few

books for her and my son. This was there, he really liked the Dragon designs and I noticed it was a
really well done book with normal quality pages and was very nice. We couldn't leave without
getting him this book!The pages were like a normal coloring book and not heavy quality, I would
recommend using a safety sheet underneath, if you're going to be using markers. Also, because
they are double sided, you may want to skip the markers completely for bleed through. He uses
mostly pencils and the sheets are excellent for that.This book has some great dragon and tribal
designs, check my pics for some, it is really well done!

I love tribal artwork and this doesnt disappoint :) There are many many pages of really beautiful
dragon designs, all set against lovely background patterns. I've only just started, but it's clear this
book is going to last a long time, so it's fantastic value for money. A great find :D

I absolutely love the designs in this book! Really, I love ALMOST everything about this book. By far
my favorite dragon coloring book. My only complaint is the designs are on both sides of pages. I
often use gel pens, which as every gel pen user knows, sometimes bleed through or can be seen
on back of page, which in this case make the back of page not useable. I find that very
disappointing since I love every page so much. Please make a version that has ONLY one sided
pages and it's 5 stars, hands down.

Pictures are extraordinary, but am disappoint that it is not one-sided.

I LOVED this book!The pictures were not so complex as to take hours and hours (or weeks) to finish
one. They were very well designed so that you could do just the Dragon, or if you have the time and
talent, go ahead and do the background too! I have a problem sitting still for very long, and this book
was Perfect! The areas to color were not so tiny you could not see them, or so big that they looked
bad using Gel Pens! I could do one, or two designs in an evening during the bad tv shows! ;)Grab
yourself a box of 48 colored Gel Pens (Glitter Gel Pens are MUST for Dragons), this Book, and
enjoy!!! I wish there were more books like this one, most of them are way too detailed and difficult
for an average adult to have time to ever finish one page.J. Benson, get to work on Volume 2
please!!!!

I really enjoy this coloring book. The only reason I can't give it five stars is because only every other
page is actually a dragon. There is a lot of Celtic, tribal, abstract designs that are not dragons, which

is fine but I thought that every page would be a different dragon. Also there are a couple of dragon
designs that are basically repeated.

This book is wonderful. It has different detail levels for you to try and you can really get lost in this.
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